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From the President
Andy Covell, SHRM-SCP, SPHR
Wow! It’s hard to believe we have started a new year already! Time sure does fly when you’re having
fun! Looking ahead to 2017, I get very excited as it’s a fresh, new start and time to establish new
goals to make us all better both personally and professionally. Setting the stage for 2017, SD SHRM is
building what’s certain to be one of the best years in terms of programs, content, and delivering the
most up-to-date information that will give us, as HR Professionals, an advantage to our counterparts.
Some of the items we are working on for 2017 include launching a new look and feel to our website.
Andy Covell, SHRM-SCP, SPHR
We are also developing a webinar series with some fantastic and well respected presenters that will
provide you the latest information on important topics that have a direct impact into our daily roles.
Finally, we are looking to bring our presence on social media to the next level. In today’s day, it’s
imperative we connect with a generation that is becoming more and more reliant on social media. Plus, there are a couple
more very exciting things in the works!
Overall, I’m looking forward to leading SD SHRM in 2017 and to take our great organization to the next level! Should you
wish to get in contact with me, please feel free to reach out to info@sdshrm.org. I wish you all a very healthy, happy, and
fantastic new year!
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New Members
San Diego SHRM Welcomes All New Members Since December 1!
Hamlet Autman

Angelica Galvan, SHRM-CP, PHR

Jennifer Mitchell

Michelle Carmichael, SHRM-CP,

Ron Gaschler

Antonio Parrales, SHRM-CP, PHR

PHR

Hans Gienapp

Debra Reilly, SPHR

Courtney Clark

Patricia Gonzalez

Danielle Voss

Patricia Clark, PHR

Patrise Johnston

Claire Wilson

Kristina Delgado

Mary Ann Lathus

Julie Wootton

Joy Freeman

Dominique McGill
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Education Update
Happy 2017! The new year has brought me a new opportunity to serve as your VP-Education.
I’m looking forward to working with our new VP-Programs and the rest of the Board to bring
you interesting and informative topics over the course of my term. I’ll be the first to admit that
I don’t get to as many programs as I’d like to due to my “dayjob,” but I certainly appreciate the
opportunities they present to add to our knowledge. Speaking of which, don’t forget to scroll all
the way to the bottom of The Resource each month to play our Knowledge Bowl questionnaire.
Goodness knows, it’s just about the only Bowl game that I hope to have a chance of answering
correctly!

Jeff Hobbs, SHRM-SCP, SPHR,
San Diego SHRM VP of
Education

I’m most excited about the interest I have already received from the membership about creating a
new Education Committee. I assembled my team right around the Law Day event so we can move
forward with professional certification preparatory classes. Interest permitting, I hope to be able to
offer both SHRM-S/CP and HRCI S/PHR classes this year. As with all things, your levels of interest and participation will
dictate our ability to provide these to the membership. I’m already making contact with our sources as this is written
in mid-December, so be on the lookout for announcements soon!

Diversity
This year, I helped support our commitment to learning more about the diversity demographics of
our member base. In the discovery phases of this initiative, we identified a need to capture more of
our members’ core demographic data. We will soon engage in an outreach plan in an effort to close
this information gap. Another important 2016 focus has been partnering with our Vice President
of Programs to secure a dynamic and diverse group of speakers for each of our SD SHRM events. It
was an exciting opportunity to also lead our HR Career Day event at the Cesar Chavez location on
August 3, 2016. We had an incredible turnout of young students and professionals looking to start
their careers in Human Resources as well as mentors to help provide guidance on how to enter the
HR profession and provide tips on starting their careers.

Brett Pugliesi, SHRM-SCP,
SPHR, SD SHRM Diversity
Chair

I am looking forward to continuing to represent our chapter in 2017. Building on some of our 2016
initiatives, the focus for the coming year includes recruiting members and volunteers with diverse backgrounds and
skillsets, who can help establish our chapter as a model to others across the state. Networking with other members
and Directors throughout the state will be key to ensuring our chapter is on the forefront of knowledge within the
human resource community. In the spirit of shared learning, I will continue to promote diversity in the workplace
by reporting out positive examples of chapter members’ efforts in the field. Members can count on receiving
informational updates and materials geared toward promoting workplace diversity. Efforts to expand our knowledge
and influence are embedded in both our short-term and long-term strategies.
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San Diego SHRM
Legal and Legislative Update/ January
Christine Mueller, Esq., Vice President of Legislation

Reminder of New Minimum Wage Requirements

Christine Mueller, Esq., VP of
Legislation

As a friendly reminder, California’s minimum wage is $10.50 effective January 1, 2017 for businesses with 26 or
more employees. Workers at businesses of 25 or fewer employees have a minimum wage of $10.00. Also effective January 1, 2017, a
minimum wage of $11.50 applies to employees working in the geographic boundaries of the City of San Diego.

Department of Labor Overtime Rules are Halted
A district court in Texas issued a last-minute nationwide order blocking the Department of Labor’s overtime rule from taking effect
on December 1, 2016. The rule would have increased the salary basis test for federal exempt status from $23, 600 to $47,476. With the
injunction, the current salary basis test remains in effect. However, the path ahead is uncertain, particularly with the change in the
upcoming administration. For now, employers should be ready to comply with the new regulations should the injunction be lifted.
California employers are reminded that they still need to comply with the state overtime exemption tests. In California, the salary
basis test for exempt status will be $43,680 effective January 1, 2017.

EEOC Issues Guidance on National Origin Discrimination and the ADA
On November 21, 2016, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) issued enforcement guidance addressing
national origin discrimination under Title VII. The guidance defines and explains national origin discrimination, and addresses issues
regarding employment decisions and harassment. It also addresses workplace issues relating to different languages and citizenship.
The EEOC guidance can be found here: https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/national-origin-guidance.cfm
On December 12, 2016, the EEOC issued guidance titled “Depression, PTSD, and Other Mental Health Conditions in the Workplace
Your Legal Rights,” which is intended to provide guidance on workplace rights for individuals with mental health conditions under
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The resource document highlights the fact that individuals suffering from mental health
conditions are protected under the ADA against discrimination and harassment at work because of their condition. Furthermore,
such individuals have a right to request reasonable accommodations. The EEOC resource document can be found here: https://www.
eeoc.gov/eeoc/publications/mental_health.cfm
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Judicial Update
California Court of Appeal Finds in Favor of Employer
in Meal Period Class Action
In Driscoll et al. v. Granite Rock Company, a class action was filed by a group of approximately 200 concrete mixer drivers (“Plaintiffs”)
against Granite Rock Company (“Graniterock”). The class action was tried without a jury, and the trial court returned a verdict in favor
of Graniterock. Plaintiffs appealed.
Plaintiffs were responsible for delivering Graniterock’s concrete, which is a perishable product. The drums on the mixer trucks must
rotate at all times to prevent hardening, and the concrete must be poured within 60 to 90 minutes. The nature of the concrete
mixing and delivering industry made the scheduling of off-duty meal periods in advance nearly impossible. Accordingly, Graniterock
provided Plaintiffs with the option of signing an on-duty meal period agreement, which stated that when the nature of the work
prevented the employee from taking a meal period, the employee had the option to work an on-duty paid meal period. If an
employee did not sign the on-duty meal period agreement, or if he or she was asked to work through a meal period, the employee
received an additional hour of pay. Whenever an employee requested to have an off-duty meal period, Graniterock granted that
request. Plaintiffs argued that they were not provided off-duty meal periods under California law. The appellate court disagreed.
The court concluded that Graniterock provided Plaintiffs with an off-duty meal period that was complaint with California law.
Employees received an employee handbook informing them of their right to an off-duty meal period, and Graniterock posted the
applicable Wage Order advising employees of their right to meal periods. There was no evidence that any employee was denied an
off-duty meal period when he or she requested it. Instead, any employee who did not sign an on-duty meal period agreement, or
revoked such an agreement, was provided one hour of pay as required by law. In sum, Graniterock provided an off-duty meal period,
and allowed its employees to choose to take such a meal period at their discretion, which was consistent with California law.
This decision is a welcome one for employers, and provides guidance for employers who offer on-duty meal period agreements.

California Court of Appeal Permits Use of
Statistical Sampling in Meal Period Class Action
In Lubin et al. v. The Wackenhut Corporation, a large class of over 10,000 security officers (“Plaintiffs”) filed a class action alleging that
their former employer, The Wackenhut Corporation (“Wackenhut”) failed to provide them with meal periods, failed to authorize and
permit rest breaks, and provided inadequate wage statements. The trial court initially granted Plaintiffs’ motion for class certification,
but later reversed that decision and decertified the class based on the Supreme Court’s ruling in Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes. In
the Wal-Mart case, regarded as a favorable case for employers, the Supreme Court had reversed a grant of class certification of
over one million female employees in a gender discrimination case because the use of statistical sampling in such a large case was
inappropriate.
The appellate court in Lubin determined that class certification was proper. It stated that the Wal-Mart decision does not stand for the
broad proposition that a representative sample is an impermissible means of establishing class-wide liability. Rather, use of statistical
sampling depends on the degree to which the evidence is reliable in proving or disproving the elements of the relevant cause of
action. In this case, statistical sampling was reliable and probative.
Specifically, Plaintiffs alleged that security officers had not been provided with off-duty meal periods, and had signed on-duty meal
period agreements that did not contain required revocation language. This violation resulted from Wackenhut’s policy of requiring all
employees to sign on-duty meal period agreements and allowing client preference to dictate whether an employee had an off-duty
or on-duty meal period. This was sufficient to establish evidence that Wackenhut had a policy or practice that violated California law.
Instead of reviewing each agreement for each employee, the parties were to use a statistical sampling of agreements to determine
how many employees had signed the on-duty meal period agreements lacking revocation language during the class period.
This case confirms that statistical sampling is a viable method for class action plaintiffs, and based on this case, California employers
will have a more difficult time applying the Wal-Mart decision to wage and hour class actions.
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San Diego SHRM
Legal and Legislative Update/ February
Christine Mueller, Esq., Vice President of Legislation

Judicial Update
California Supreme Court Holds that On-Call Rest Breaks
are Not Allowed New Minimum Wage Requirements
In Augustus v. ABM Security Services, Inc., the California Supreme Court rejected the concept of on-duty and on-call rest breaks.
The case was brought by a group of security guards at ABM Security Services, Inc. (“ABM”), which employs thousands of guards at
residential, retail, office and industrial sites throughout California. The guards were required to keep their pagers and radio phones
on during rest breaks, and to remain vigilant and responsive to calls when needs arose. Even though guards had to keep their
pagers and radios on, many guards regularly took uninterrupted rest breaks because no calls came through. Yet the guards argued
that merely carrying pagers and radios violated the rest break requirement. ABM argued that guards only had to remain on call by
merely keeping radios and pagers on in case an incident arose. The trial court granted summary judgment for the guards, awarding
approximately $90 million.
The California Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s judgment, stating that the notion of a rest break means “rest.” During rest
breaks, employers must relinquish any control over how employees spend their break time and relieve employees of all duties,
including any obligation that employees remain on call. Because rest breaks are typically ten minutes in length, there are practical
limitations on employee movement and employees ordinarily have to remain onsite or nearby. But when employees are on call and
must remain capable of being summoned to action, there is an element of employer control. For example, on-call employees must
fulfill certain duties carrying a device or otherwise make arrangements to be reached and must respond when the employer seeks
contact. When an employer requires employees to remain on call and respond during breaks, “a broad and intrusive degree of control
exists.” Even a requirement that an employee carry a radio during a rest break could violate the law.
Under this standard, the mere possibility that an employee may be called back to work does not invalidate a rest break. If an
employer provides employees with rest breaks where they are relieved of all duty, and occasionally a break is interrupted, the
employer must pay the penalty on those occasions or provide the employees with another uninterrupted rest break.
Employers should ensure that their rest break policies and practices do not contain any on-call requirements.

California Court of Appeal Denies Summary Judgment
for Employer on CFRA Claim
In Bareno v. San Diego Community College District, a California Court of Appeal ruled that an employee’s claims for CFRA retaliation
were sufficient to proceed to trial.
Leticia Bareno (“Bareno”) had worked for the San Diego Miramar College and district (the “College”) since 1999, most recently as a
senior secretary. Bareno had a history of attendance issues. In early 2013, Bareno was disciplined by the College with a three-day
unpaid suspension, from Wednesday, February 20 through Friday, February 22. On Monday, February 25, Bareno called her supervisor
stating that she would not be at work because she needed to seek medical attention for depression and stress. A couple of days later,
Bareno provided medical certification from her health care provider stating that she required time off work from Monday, February
25 through Friday, March 1. The College never questioned the adequacy of the certification.
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On March 1, Bareno emailed her supervisor a certification of her need to be absent from March 1 through March 8. However, Bareno’s
supervisor stated that she did not receive that email. Bareno did not call in or respond to inquiries that week. As a result, Bareno
continued to be absent for an additional five days without leave, and her absences were deemed a voluntary resignation effective
March 11. Bareno sued the College, alleging violation of the California Family Rights Act (CFRA). The College filed a motion for
summary judgment, arguing that Bareno could not show that she exercised her right to take leave for a qualifying CFRA purpose. The
College pointed out that Bareno did not affirmatively show that she requested leave from March 4 through March 8, and even if she
did, the note she offered did not meet the requirements of the CFRA.
The appellate court found that the evidence could support that Bareno sufficiently requested CFRA leave. A fact finder could
conclude that her attempts to contact the College were reasonable, that she sufficiently requested CFRA leave for the entire period,
and that the College was on notice of her absence due to a medical leave for the entire period. Under the CFRA, employees must
be provided with reasonable time to request leave and to provide supporting certification. Whether notice is sufficient is typically a
question of fact, not suitable for summary judgment. Bareno originally notified the College of her need for CFRA leave on February
25. There was evidence that she emailed a second medical certification on March 1. Even though the supervisor contended she did
not receive Bareno’s March 1 email, this did not entitle the College to judgment. The CFRA contains a reasonableness component
with respect to an employee’s request for medical leave, and Bareno’s request appeared to be reasonable under the circumstances.
Moreover, the College was already on notice that Bareno was receiving medical treatment, and it intentionally did not engage with
Bareno to obtain the additional certification. The CFRA permits an employee up to 15 days to provide necessary certification, and the
employee may be out on CFRA leave prior to providing that certification.
The appellate court also concluded that the evidence could support a finding that Bareno submitted sufficient medical certification.
Her certification was issued on a form regularly used by Kaiser Permanente, stated that her condition began on February 25, and
stated that she was to be off work from March 1 through March 8. The clear intention of the document was to inform the College that
she needed the time off for a serious medical condition. This was sufficient to meet the standards of the CFRA.
Finally, the court concluded that the evidence could support a finding that Bareno suffered an adverse employment action because
she exercised her right to take CFRA leave. Although Bareno’s supervisors had been unhappy with her for some time, the decision to
end her employment took place almost immediately after she sought medical leave. The record demonstrated that the College knew,
or reasonably should have known, that Bareno had no intention of abandoning her job when she was absent from March 4 through
March 8.
This case serves as a reminder that an employer has an obligation to inquire with an employee if it needs additional information
regarding the employee’s request for leave. And if an employer doubts the validity or sufficiency of a medical certification, the
employer has an obligation to request additional information from the employee.

California Court of Appeal Reminds Employers that
Arbitration Agreements Must be Clear and Unambiguous
In Flores v. Nature’s Best Distribution, LLC, a California Court of Appeal denied an employer’s petition to compel arbitration. Julie Flores
(“Flores”) was discharged from Nature’s Best Distribution, LLC (“Nature’s Best”) and sued for wrongful termination and violations of
the Fair Employment and Housing Act. Nature’s Best filed a petition to compel arbitration based on evidence that Flores signed an
agreement for alternative dispute resolution. But Flores argued that she did not recall signing the agreement, the agreement was
ambiguous, and the agreement was unconscionable.
The appellate court agreed with Flores because it determined that no agreement to arbitrate existed. The agreement stated it
was between “employee and the Company” but it failed to define either term, and did not contain a signature from the company
representative. The appellate court also found that the agreement was ambiguous because it failed to define which disputes would
be subject to arbitration, and it failed to identify which set of the American Arbitration Association rules would apply.
This case illustrates the importance of drafting clear arbitration agreements and ensuring that those agreements are clearly executed
by all parties.
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January News from San Diego State
University’s Student SHRM-SDSU
Travis Doderlein, SHRM SDSU President and San Diego SHRM Student Liaison
SHRM SDSU had a great Fall semester. We had record
membership numbers and were pleased to have the active
engagement of many of our members at our planning
meetings along with our officers to plan and implement our
slate of professional development, community engagement,
and social events. We would also like to thank all the SD
SHRM members who have continued to contribute to our
chapter’s success this past semester and hope to see many
more SD SHRM members on campus in the spring for our 4th
annual HR Professional Speed Mentoring Event on April 4.
We will be putting a call out for volunteers, but if you already
know you would like to volunteer to participate in this fun
event, please contact me at sdsushrm@gmail.com.
We held our Spring officer elections and are pleased to
announce the following slate of officers will be leading
our organization Travis Doderlein, President; : Kalie
Christensen, Vice-President, Melanie Chin, Secretary; Oscar
Flores, Treasurer; Jessica Sandoval, Marketing Director;

Nia Williams, Social Media Director;
Neil Palmer, Council of Business
Students Representative; Rafael
Sixtos, Information Systems Director,
Priscilla Galvan, Events Coordinator;
Tarilyn Won, SD SHRM Membership
Travis Doderlein, SHRM SDSU
President and San Diego
Committee Liaison; Sandy Athniel, SD
SHRM Student Liaison
SHRM Workforce Readiness Committee
Liaison; Angela Nigro, Development Director, Mollie Sreden,
Corporate Relations Director, Jenna Schier, Historian;
Gabriela Verendia; Membership Relations Director, and
Maria Meave, Alumni Relations Director. I am looking
forward to working with all of you to make the spring
semester SHRM SDSU’s best yet!
We asked some of our new incoming officer to tell us why
they choose to be involved with our chapter:
Angela Nigro, Development Director: I am involved with
SDSU SHRM because it is a great opportunity to connect with

SHRM SDSU Spring 2017 Officers
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students who share the same interest and passion for business.
I am excited to represent SHRM as an officer and be able to get
more involved. In my position as Development Director, I plan to
help our members find internships and jobs which will hopefully
turn into full time positions. I would also like to see SDSU SHRM
grow, and plan to get more students involved. I cannot wait to
get started!
Sandy Athniel, SD SHRM Workforce Readiness Liaison: I joined
SHRM SDSU because I wanted to be involved on campus and
meet likeminded individuals who share my same passion for HR.
In my new role, I plan to represent my campus and work closely
with SD SHRM. I look forward to attending Workforce Readiness
Committee meetings this spring.
Priscilla Galvan, Events Coordinator: I became involved with
SHRM because when I went to the SHRM kickoff and they talked
about the goals and opportunities within the society, I realized I
had found an organization where others shared my values and
have similar career aspirations as me. I like how this society is all
about helping us business students succeed in our future careers.
As a transfer student, SHRM has served as a mentor and a friend
to guide me in my career as a Human Resource major. I’d like
to collaborate and create events where everyone can network,
learn, and have fun, but also expand our relationships with
other business organizations on campus. I would like to bring
more members in to play an active role in the organization and
experience the enthusiasm of being part of SHRM.
Jessica Sandoval, Marketing Director: When I first attended
a SHRM officer meeting, I enjoyed listening to the planning and
organization that takes place (behind the scenes) before SHRM
SDSU events. I have returned to SHRM’s officer meetings ever
since because the students involved show a sense of cooperation
and commitment to help other students (and potential
SHRMites!) grow as professionals and acquire valuable insights
of the workplace. I personally enjoy SHRM’s itinerary of events
(workshops, guest speakers, site visits, etc.), and I feel proud of
contributing to the planning and facilitating of our events.

Heather Whitley, Nina Woodard, Michelle Dean, and Andy Covell at the CalSHRM
Quarterly Meeting.

We were happy to represent SHRM at a student organization
event on the SDSU Campanile Walkway on December 1.
Participation was a good turnout from our officers even
though it was right before finals started up. Myself, Priscilla
Galvan, Angela Nigro, Jessica Sandoval, Gabby Verendia,
Nia Williams, and Tarilyn Won all had a wonderful time
socializing with other student organizations around us. I
appreciate how many officers want to spread the word about
the benefits of getting involved with SHRM. We also got the
chance to talk to many students walking through campus and
are hopeful that our student recruitment and outreach efforts
will be effective in having them check us out this semester!
We also wanted to mention that our chapter advisor, Dr.
Michelle Dean, was honored by CalSHRM in Newport Beach
at its quarterly meeting in October for being named the 2016
SHRM Advisor of the Year. She noted that it was an honor to
be recognized by CalSHRM for her recent SHRM award and
was proud to represent our award-winning chapter.
With the start of a new semester, now is a great time to start
thinking about hiring an HR intern! SDSU HR students are in
need of HR internship experiences for the spring semester
which started on January 18. Students are currently looking
for opportunities in which they can apply knowledge they
have learned in class to help organizations with HR projects.
HR majors are required to have an internship experience as
part of their coursework. If you have opportunities in your
organization for HR students, or would like more information
on hiring an Aztec intern, please contact Dr. Michelle Dean, at
michelle.dean@sdsu.edu.

SHRM officers representing SHRM SDSU at the SDSU Student
Organization Tabling event.
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February News from San Diego State
University’s Student SHRM-SDSU
Travis Doderlein, SHRM SDSU President and San Diego SHRM Student Liaison
The semester has just started back up and SHRM SDSU has
big plans for the Spring Semester. We will be kicking off the
semester with our open house event on February 7. This
event is a great way to kick off the semester and to recruit
new members into SHRM. We are looking forward to having
Andy Covell, SDSHRM President, as our guest speaker for the
event to speak to the students about how beneficial it is to be
a part of a SHRM student chapter and the additional benefits
of being a member of SDSHRM! All our officers have been
working hard to provide students this semester with multiple
professional development experiences. The events planned
for spring include hosting a local National Labor Relations
Board member to speak on current labor relations issues. We
will also be hosting a Student Organization Summit where we
will bring all student business organizations together to share
ideas on how we can help make each other stronger and
forge relationships between organizations as we prepare for
the 2017-2018 school year.
We are looking forward to hosting our Fourth Annual HR
Professional Speed Mentoring Event! We just had a date
change on this event so please mark your calendars for April
4, 2017 from 4-6 p.m. We will also award our 2nd annual

Natasha Sandrock Arthur Outstanding Service Award at this
event to thank a local HR professional for his/her work with
our student chapter. We have had a number of San Diego
SHRM members participate as mentors in this event in the
past, and we likewise hope many of you will come back to
participate this year, as well inviting those of you who have
not participated in the past to please consider doing so!
The event is organized in a “speed-dating” format which
allows students to meet one-on-one with a number of HR
professionals at five minute intervals to talk about job search
strategies, HR careers, etc. This format also allows you to
meet a number of motivated students, many of whom will
be graduating soon. The SDSU chapter is grateful to San
Diego SHRM for its support and participation in making the
past three year’s mentoring events successful. Many of our
past mentors have found this event to be enjoyable and
rewarding. Students get great career perspectives and advice
as well as the ability to hone their networking skills. We have
space for 24 mentors (due to venue space limitations). If you
are interested in being a mentor for this fun event, please
contact Mollie Sreden, SHRM SDSU Corporate Relations
Officer at molliesreden1@icloud.com. Thanks to SDSHRM for
its continued support of this event!

SD SHRM Law Day: Jessica Sandoval, Angela Nigro, Rafael Sixtos, Peter Kane, Gabriela Verendia, Mollie Srdeden, Jenna Schier
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We will also be sending a team to compete in the annual
SHRM case competition this April. The SHRM SDSU team will
include Neil Palmer (CBC Representative), Melanie Chin
(Secretary), Oscar Flores (Treasurer), Gabriela Verendia
(Membership Relations), and Travis Doderlein (President).
In the mix of this busy semester for our officers, we will be
practicing weekly to prepare for the competition this April.
Good luck to our fourth team competing in the SHRM HR
Case Competition!
We were pleased to send six SHRM SDSU officers to the
2017 SDSHRM Law Day. They all had a great time and some
offered how beneficial the day was for them:
Jessica Sandoval (Marketing Director): “I really enjoyed
attending SDSHRM Law Day. People were welcoming and
it was exciting to see other HR professionals and students
participate in informative and interesting sessions. It was a
highly productive day and the guest speakers were highly
knowledgeable and energetic about their respective topics.”
Jenna Schier (Historian): “I had a great time and learned a lot.
The sessions I attended were the legalization of marijuana,
the top 10 reasons employers are engaged in lawsuits, and
social media in the workplace. Many of the speakers also
talked a lot about how political changes can potentially
impact employment laws. Overall, it was definitely a
worthwhile experience, and I am so glad I attended!”
Rafael Sixtos (Information Systems): “Law Day was definitely
an incredible experience filled with tons of relevant
knowledge for anyone pursuing a career in human resources.

I really liked that SDSHRM focused on new laws and potential
issues that will be relevant in the near future. Since I am
graduating in May, I felt like this information provided me
with relevant knowledge that I may use in my classes and
in my job after graduation. I would definitely encourage my
fellow SHRM SDSU members to attend next year!”
On January 17, Dr. Michelle Dean (chapter advisor), Oscar
Flores (Treasurer), and I met with Cal State San Marcos SHRM
advisor Nina Woodard and President Mike Smithfield. We
brainstormed ways in which we may work together for this
upcoming semester. We all left the meeting with high hopes
of having a successful and growing partnership for the future!

««««««««
The SDSU SHRM chapter would like to recognize
Travis Doderlein (SHRM SDSU President)
for receiving the Lisa Burke Undergraduate Scholarship
from SHRM Foundation. SHRM Foundation noted that
the process was extremely competitive and that Travis’
accomplishments, scholastic ability, and leadership
potential distinguished him from other applicants.
The SHRM Foundation noted that it was proud to support
his education and to recognize him as a future leader of
the HR profession. Congratulations to Travis on being
awarded a named scholarship from SHRM Foundation!!!

««««««««

Meeting with CSUSM SHRM Chapter: Michael Smithfield, Nina Woodard, Michelle Dean, Oscar Flores, Travis Doderlein
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Presented by:

San Diego Society for
Human Resource Management
USD Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace & Justice

San Diego SHRM Law Day 2017
was a success with over 200
professionals in attendance!

Harvey Berger, Paul Falcone &
Nina E. Woodard were panelists
for our morning Keynote
Address on Ethical Dilemmas
for HR Professionals, moderated
by Laurie Chua. Attendees were
active participants in this lively
discussion posing their own
questions about workplace
ethics. The discussion included
dilemmas such as should HR
make an ethical and legal
decision that may initially appear to negatively impact
the Company’s bottom line. Additional dilemmas were
the ethical challenge HR professionals face in maintaining
confidential information and employee incentives tied to
aggressive sales goals. The Ethical Leader’s Decision Tree is
a useful tool in determining the right thing to do.
Our most popular concurrent sessions:
• Workplace Drug Policy Conundrums: Marijuana
Legalization & More by Christopher Olmsted,
Ogletree Deakins
• Top 10 Things Employers Do to Get Sued by Their
Employees by Lauraine Bifulco, Vantaggio HR, Ltd.
• Investigations That Work by Don Phin, Esq., Cal Bar

Fred M. Plevin, Sabrina Patterson, SHRM-CP,
PHR, SD SHRM VP of Conferences
Paul, Plevin,
Sullivan & Connaughton LLP
described potential gender
equity issues in addition
to compensation such as
performance appraisal,
promotion and access to
development in his presentation
Conducting a Gender Equity
Audit.
An overview of the IRS selection
process, examination process, as well as the documents
and information employers will need were presented by
John Barkley, Barkley Law Group in ACA IRS EnforcementWhat to Expect.
The latest legislative and judicial guidance, as well as
practical tips on issues such as checking social media
during the hiring process, disciplining employees for
social media posts, and regulating social media use during
work hours were discussed in the presentation by Jennifer
Leyton-Jones & Jennifer Lutz, Pettit, Kohn,Ingrassia & Lutz.
Our 2017 Employment Law Update: The HR Essentials You
Need to Know Now presented by Brenda Kasper, Esq.,
Kasper & Frank, LLP covered the amended and expanded
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Fair Pay Act; single occupancy restrooms; minimum wage
violations; criminal history questions on applications;
disability accommodation and legalization of recreational
marijuana’s impact on drug testing.
California and Federal law changes will require HR and
business professionals to routinely be informed by legal
experts of how the changes may impact their place of
business. We appreciate all of our speakers for informing
us with compliance practices we can knowledgeably
apply in our workplaces.
Events like Law Day 2017 would not be possible without
sponsors and we want to thank Pettit Kohn Ingrassia
& Lutz, OnePoint, UC San Diego Extension, Barkley
& Barkley, Jackson Lewis, Kasper & Frank for their
sponsorship of Law Day 2017.

Lastly, we had an outstanding group of volunteers
who join together to make the conference experience
enjoyable for our attendees. A big thank you to Erika
Christian, Jeff Hobbs, Karla Boudreaux, Maxine Price,
Peter Kane, Brad Weinstein, Ann Wilson, Sarah Hall,
Meisha Sherman, and Kristi San Nicolas. In addition, I
would like to thank Laurie Chua for her service in the role
as VP of Conferences. The collaboration and mentorship
has allowed for a seamless role transition. Outstanding
SD SHRM members volunteering is what makes our
association strong.
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CA-Knowledge Bowl Questions

2.

An organization wants to reduce its research and
development time by 50%. Which of the following
training events is MOST closely linked to this
corporate goal?
A. Time management training
B. Data collection and analysis training
C. Leadership training
D. Conflict resolution training
Which of the following occurs in a learning
organization?
A. The organization selects people who will receive
training
B. Emphasis is on team learning, not individual
learning
C. Learning is connected to organizational goals
D. Each employee creates his or her own vision of the
organization

3.

Which of the following is a work that has fallen into
the public domain?
A. A pop song written in 1980
B. An article in an HR magazine
C. An HR textbook revised in 1997
D. A government pamphlet

4.

Under the fair-use standard, trainers may
A. copy a Learning System module for a friend
B. cite and copy a paragraph from an article and pass
it out at a staff meeting
C. copy a chapter from an HR textbook and hand it out
to a class
D. copy any materials for a free training session

5.

Which of the following is not an unfair use?
A. Photocopying and posting Dilbert cartoons in the
training room
B. Copying a chapter from a book and distributing it
as part of training handouts
C. Downloading a three-minute movie clip from the
internet and showing it in a training
D. Citing a small paragraph from a book in a training
handbook

6.

Which of the following is LEAST likely to affect a
participant’s readiness to learn?
A. Motivation
B. Ability
C. Tenure with the organization
D. Perceptions of the work environment

7.

Which of the following intrinsic factors affect an
employee’s willingness to do the job?
A. Opportunities for recognition and relationship with
coworkers
B. Opportunities for personal growth and
achievement
C. Working conditions and job security
D. Job environment and pay

8.

A first-line supervisor desires a management
position. However, only college graduates seem to
be promoted. The employee decides not to enroll in
college since balancing work and school would be
too hard. According to Vroom, the employee
A. does not believe that a college degree will lead to a
management job
B. does not want a management position badly
enough
C. does not trust organizational management
D. lacks confidence in himself

Answers

1.B (More specific than A) 2.C 3.D 4.B
5.D 6. C 7.B 8.B

1.
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